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Welcome to  
August at IKEA
This August is about making a creative restart. It can be about 
combining things in a fresh way and making rooms flexible 
and multifunctional. The colour palette has pastels thrown in 
for a twist. Patterns range from modern graphics to traditional 
florals. Styles can be mixed up in a playful way that brings a 
pleasurable harmony. 

One of the news highlights is a modular storage system that 
works as well for the kitchen as in the bathroom, offering an 
exciting look available as ready-made solutions. The bathroom 
range is also extended with shower screens in strong glass. Our 
long-standing IVAR system sees some additions in the range 
that include mesh cabinets and bamboo doors. The month 
also offers a super-comfortable sofa, a dining table and two 
designed lamps in a modern and traditional style. Of course, 
there are also the smaller accessories like pots, vases and 
cushion covers. Enjoy! 
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VINLIDEN sofa

Our new VINLIDEN sofa is just as comfortable as it looks. With 
its high back, generous seating dimensions and soft covers, 
it’s designed for maximum comfort. Plus, there are smaller 
cushions that can be used both against the armrests, but also 
as a lumbar support. 

It’s the first launch of our new sofas with a light-weight metal 
frame that comes flat-packed. Assembling the sofa is super-
easy, and when it’s time to move to another home, disassembly 
is just as smooth. Decide between a two-seater or a three-
seater with or without chaise longue. 

VINLIDEN 3-seat sofa 349,- Hakebo beige 093.046.48
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Soft to the touch, the beige HAKEBO cover is 
made of 100% recycled polyester. This is part of 
our journey towards being circular by 2030. 
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FRÖSET easy chair

Take a seat in FRÖSET easy chair that’s a perfect example of 
Scandinavian design. Clean lines, visual lightness and smart 
use of material all come together in this low-sitting chair. Being 
light-weight, it’s easy to move around and place in many rooms, 
making it ideal as an extra chair for social gatherings. Choose 
between white, red or black stained oak veneer. They all look 
like icons in the making with their modern shape and low legs. 

FRÖSET easy chair has a staggered sales start. 

FRÖSET easy chair. Black stained oak veneer 79,99 404.235.59 White stained oak veneer 79,99 804.256.41 
Red stained oak veneer 79,99 204.296.04
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FRÖSET easy chair 79,99 White stained oak veneer 804.256.41PH170242.jPg

Clean lines, visual lightness and smart use of 
material all come together in FRÖSET easy 
chair. 
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RÖNNINgE extendable table

When inviting friends over or just making room for different 
activities at home, RÖNNINGE extendable table gives plenty of 
room to grow. The smoothness of the new and easy extendable 
mechanism makes the table easy to transform – the extension 
leaf can be kept within easy reach under the table top. Made in 
birch, the table is durable and great for everyday use. The light 
birch and rounded legs give a modern Scandinavian look that 
will age gracefully. 

RÖNNINgE extendable table 249,- 504.160.30
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RÖNNINGE extendable table has a smooth 
mechanism for transforming the table with 
the extension leaf kept within easy reach 
under the table top. 

RÖNNINgE extendable table 249,- 504.160.30PH170248.jPg

RÖNNINgE extendable table 249,- 504.160.30PH170244.jPg
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jÄTTELIK children’s series

Full of fun and adventure, our new JÄTTELIK series lets kids 
create a dinosaur world in their room. Mixing patterns of the 
brontosaurus and T-rex, the series includes patterned quilt 
covers, rugs, curtains, a cushion and more. The quilt covers are 
made of either cotton or a cotton/lyocell mix, where all cotton 
used comes from more sustainable sources. The firm cylinder-
shaped cushion has a 100% recycled polyester filling – providing 
good lumbar support when sitting and reading or head support 
when it’s time to relax. Who said dinosaurs couldn’t be cosy?

jÄTTELIK series. Quilt cover and pillowcase 14,99 Dinosaur/blue 704.641.24  Cushion 14,99 204.641.74 
Quilt cover and pillowcase 24,99 Dinosaurs/white 504.641.15  Rug, flatwoven 14,99 804.641.71 
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Let dinosaurs loose in the kid’s room 
with JÄTTELIK series including a rug with 
dinosaur footprints and a quilt cover with 
a range of dinos.

jÄTTELIK rug, flatwoven 14,99 804.641.71PH170461.jPg

jÄTTELIK quilt cover and pillowcase 24,99 Dinosaurs/white 
504.641.15

PH170464.jPg
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From quilt covers to soft toys, JÄTTELIK series 
also includes a firm cushion filled with recycled 
polyester providing good lumbar support when 
your child wants to sit and read. 

jÄTTELIK quilt cover and pillowcase 14,99 Dinosaur/blue 704.641.24PH170460.jPg

jÄTTELIK cushion 14,99 204.641.74PH170463.jPg
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VINDKAST pendant lamp

The right lamp can bring emotionally satisfying lighting to a 
room. VINDKAST pendant lamp is just that type of lamp. Its 
beautiful white shape is like a floating cloud or pompom setting 
a relaxing mood light. The designer Ulrika Mårtensson wanted 
to make a long-lasting lamp that would always be interesting to 
look at: 

“When designing VINDKAST, I wanted to create something 
timeless that one would never get bored of looking at. The 
ruffles of the textile are all different, they never make the same 
pattern. At the same times as giving a beautiful light, I wanted 
to give the lamp a long design life with the combination of 
using more sustainable materials.”

The pendant lamp is made of 100% recycled polyester. The 
material is very soft and gives a nice tactile quality that’s perfect 
in a bedroom. But the lamp can be used anywhere you want to 
create a cosy atmosphere or make a design statement – all with 
a better conscience. 

VINDKAST pendant lamp 29,99/each 204.505.20
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VINDKAST pendant lamp 29,99 204.505.20PH170250.jPg

Fluffy like a pompom, VINDKAST pendant 
lamp is easily assembled over the shade ring 
by zipping it in place. 
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gALjON pendant lamp

Light up the home with a traditional style that harks back to 
another age. GALJON pendant lamp is made in metal and glass 
in a lantern design and spreads a cosy, indirect light. 

gALjON pendant lamp 49,99 604.307.71
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gALjON pendant lamp 49,99 604.307.71PH170466.jPg

GALJON pendant lamp has space for three 
bulbs – ideally choose decorative chandelier 
bulbs that enhance the traditional style. 
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EVALOUISE & IDALINNEA 
cushion covers

Beautify your home with some traditional Scandinavian 
patterns. EVALOUISE and IDALINNEA cushion covers bring some 
lovely florals to a sofa, bed or armchair. Made in 100% cotton 
from more sustainable sources, they’re an easy and affordable 
way to add style and comfort too.

IDALINNEA cushion cover 4,99/each 004.725.23  EVALOUISE cushion cover 4,99 304.725.26
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The floral patterns of EVALOUISE and 
IDALINNEA cushion covers bring a traditional 
feeling to the home. 

IDALINNEA cushion cover 4,99 004.725.23PH170253.jPgEVALOUISE cushion cover 4,99 304.725.26PH170252.jPg
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STENMÄTARE rug

Step back and take it in. The Bauhaus-inspired pattern of 
STENMÄTARE rug is like a puzzle that comes together in one 
perfect design. The colours and soft low pile add warmth and 
comfort to your space. Add matching cushion covers and 
refresh the home in a whiff.

STEINMÄTARE rug, low pile 49,99 804.705.15
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STENMÄTARE rug, low pile 49,99 804.705.15PH170259.jPg

Furnish the floor with some retro design – 
STENMÄTARE rug is inspired by Bauhaus art 
and made in a soft low pile that adds comfort 
and warmth. 
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PILLEMARK door mat

Greet visitors with a happy welcome. The fun and colourful 
rainbow on PILLEMARK door mat is one that everyone can relate 
to, boys and girls, women and men, all around the world. It’s 
made in the renewable material coir – a coconut fibre. The door 
mat brings a magical feeling when seeing the rainbow. Who 
knows where the pot of gold may lie? 

PILLEMARK door mat, indoor 8,99 604.662.46
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PILLEMARK door mat, indoor 8,99 604.662.46PH170279.jPg

PILLEMARK door mat always gives a bright 
and cheerful greeting when you step 
indoors. The coir material is hardwearing 
and perfect for entrance areas. 



Coir is the seed fibre extracted from coconuts 
located between the hard internal shell and 
the outer coat of the fruit. The material is 
resilient and water-resistant. It has a coarse 
texture, which makes it suitable for hardwearing 
products such as door mats and rope.

PH124468.jPg
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LÄTTSÅLD set of vases/carafes

Penguins are not only adorable animals, but become a stylish, 
modern design in LÄTTSÅLD set of two vases/carafes. These 
ceramic decoration pieces can hold flowers or beverages as 
they are food-approved. And when not in use, you can pop the 
smaller penguin into the bigger one to save space.

LÄTTSÅLD vase/carafe, set of 2 9,99 004.639.10
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LÄTTSÅLD vase/carafe, set of 2 9,99 004.639.10PH170276.jPg

Let penguins be part of your home décor – 
LÄTTSÅLD set of two vases/carafes can be 
used for flowers or beverages while adding 
some modern design to the home. 
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OMFÅNg plant pots & vase

Give your plants a facelift by placing them in OMFÅNG plant 
pots and vase in eye-catching colours. The pots are made in 
dark red or pink powder-coated steel, while the nicely shaped 
vase is made of blue glazed stoneware. Let them add splashes 
of colour to the home. The plant pots can even be used on a 
balcony or patio as they are approved for outdoor use.

OMFÅNg series. Plant pot 2,- H9cm. 304.638.95  Vase 7,99 604.639.07 
Plant pot 3,99 H14cm. 504.638.99
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OMFÅNG vase and plant pots give your 
greenery a new colourful home. 

OMFÅNg vase 7,99 604.639.07PH170282.jPg

OMFÅNg plant pots. H14cm 3,99/each 504.638.99  
H9cm 2,-/each 304.638.95

PH170384.jPg
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IVAR cabinets & doors 

The IVAR storage system in untreated wood has been a 
workhorse in the IKEA range for over 50 years. This month, 
some new additions to the system include mesh cabinets and 
doors made of bamboo that you can update an existing IVAR 
solution with. 

The mesh cabinets in grey steel offer plenty of storage space 
for things big and small – everything from folders at the office, 
things in the kitchen, clothes and bags in the hall, to cleaning 
items and waste sorting. The steel mesh gives a sleek and 
industrial look. 

For a more natural expression, the new bamboo doors with pine 
inserts offer just that. Made from renewable materials, they 
are a more sustainable choice and help to lower the cost of the 
solution compared to cabinets in the range. All proof that IVAR 
continues to be a system to count on, while keeping up with our 
times.

IVAR cabinet with doors 79,-/each Grey mesh 704.829.48
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IVAR cabinet with doors 79,-/each Grey mesh 704.829.48PH170798.jPg

IVAR cabinet with doors 79,-/each Grey mesh 704.829.48PH170392.jPg
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The IVAR frame can be painted to create a 
unique expression and combined with the grey 
mesh cabinets for an industrial style.
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The new bamboo doors for the IVAR system 
create a beautiful natural expression that 
complements the frame in pine. 

IVAR door 30,-/2 pack. 104.530.72PH170255.jPg

IVAR door 30,-/2 pack. 104.530.72 



FRÖSET easy chair 79,99 Tinted, 
clear lacquered moulded layer-
glued wood/oak veneer. Designers: 
S Fager/H Preutz. W59×D57, H74cm. 
Red stained oak veneer 204.296.04

PE777555.jpg

FRÖSET easy chair 79,99 Tinted, 
clear lacquered moulded layer-
glued wood/oak veneer. Designers: 
S Fager/H Preutz. W59×D57, H74cm. 
Black stained oak veneer 404.235.59

PE776003.jpg

FRÖSET easy chair 79,99 Tinted, 
clear lacquered moulded layer-
glued wood/oak veneer. Designers: 
S Fager/H Preutz. W59×D57, H74cm. 
White stained oak veneer 804.256.41

PE776005.jpg

RÖNNINgE extendable table 
249,- Solid birch and particleboard. 
Designers: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. 
L155/210×W90, H75cm. 504.160.30

PE783833.jpg

IDALINNEA cushion cover 4,99 
100% cotton. Designer: Malin 
Gyllensvaan. L50×W50cm. Blue/white/
floral patterned 004.725.23

PE771385.jpg

EVALOUISE cushion cover 4,99 
100% cotton. Designer: Malin 
Gyllensvaan. L50×W50cm. Red/white/
floral patterned 304.725.26

PE771379.jpg

STENMÄTARE rug, low pile  
49,99 Pile: 100% polypropylene. 
Backing: synthetic latex. 
W133×L195cm. Multicolour 804.705.15

PE768293.jpg

VINDKAST pendant lamp 29,99 
100% polyester, 100% polyurethane 
and steel. Designer: Ulrika 
Mårtensson. Ø50cm. White 204.505.20

PE769703.jpg

gALjON pendant lamp 49,99 Steel 
and glass. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 
Ø25, H39cm. 604.307.71

PE769884.jpg

PILLEMARK door mat, indoor 8,99 
User surface: coir/polyethylene. 
Backing: latex. Designer: Jóna 
Berglind Stefánsdóttir. W50×L90cm. 
Rainbow 604.662.46

PE769978.jpg
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jÄTTELIK storage bag 7,99 Polyester 
and plastic. Designer: Ann-Cathrine 
Sigrid Ståhlberg. Ø42, H43cm. 
Dinosaur 704.642.04

PE769915.jpg

jÄTTELIK rug 24,99 Pile: 100% nylon. 
Backing: rubber. Designer: 
Ann-Cathrine Sigrid Ståhlberg. 
W133×L100cm. Dinosaur silhouettes/
blue 404.641.68

PE773053.jpg

jÄTTELIK towel with hood 12,99 
100% cotton. Designer: Ann-Cathrine 
Sigrid Ståhlberg. W70×L140cm. 
Dinosaur/blue 004.641.94

PE769909.jpg

jÄTTELIK quilt cover and pillowcase 
19,99 100% cotton. Designer: Ann-
Cathrine Sigrid Ståhlberg. Quilt 
cover W150×L200cm. Pillowcase 
L50×W60cm. Tyrannosaurus Rex/
Triceratops/yellow 404.641.06

PE769795.jpg

jÄTTELIK quilt cover and pillowcase 
9,99 100% cotton. Designer: Ann-
Cathrine Sigrid Ståhlberg. Quilt 
cover W150×L200cm. Pillowcase 
L50×W60cm. Dinosaur/multicolour 
904.641.42

PE769896.jpg

jÄTTELIK cushion 14,99 Cotton and 
polyester. Designer: Ann-Cathrine 
Sigrid Ståhlberg. Ø25, L80cm. 
Dinosaur/multicolour 204.641.74

PE769881.jpg

jÄTTELIK rug, flatwoven 14,99 
Polyester and rubber. Designer: Ann-
Cathrine Sigrid Ståhlberg. Ø100cm. 
Dinosaur tracks/green 804.641.71

PE769905.jpg

jÄTTELIK quilt cover and pillowcase 
14,99 100% cotton. Designer: Ann-
Cathrine Sigrid Ståhlberg. Quilt 
cover W150×L200cm. Pillowcase 
L50×W60cm. Dinosaur/blue 704.641.24

PE769891.jpg

jÄTTTELIK quilt cover and pillowcase 
24,99 50% cotton, 50% lyocell. 
Designer: Ann-Cathrine Sigrid 
Ståhlberg. Quilt cover W150×L200cm. 
Pillowcase L50×W60cm. Dinosaurs/
white 504.641.15

PE769902.jpg
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IVAR door 30,-/2 pack. Solid pine and 
clear lacquered bamboo. W42×H83cm. 
104.530.72

PE752187.jpg

OMFÅNg vase 7,99 Stoneware. 
Designer: Jordi López Aguiló. Ø13, 
H20cm. Blue 604.639.07

PE782283.jpg

OMFÅNg plant pot, in/outdoor 2,- 
Powder coated steel. Designer: Jordi 
López Aguiló. Max. diameter flowerpot 
9cm. H9cm. Pink 304.638.95

PE782533.jpg

LÄTTSÅLD vase/carafe, set of 2 9,99 
Comprises: 1 vase (H14cm), 1 vase 
(H8cm). Stoneware. Penguin/black 
grey 004.639.10

PE782282.jpg

OMFÅNg plant pot, in/outdoor 3,99 
Powder coated steel. Designer: Jordi 
López Aguiló. Max. diameter flowerpot 
15cm. H14cm. Dark red 504.638.99

PE782530.jpg
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